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IN SEARCH OF ALIGNMENT

Summary

In the late 20th century, a new generation of philanthropists

A literature study about the development of a structured, strategic

emerged: entrepreneurs who preferred using their capital,

approach to successfully engage for-profit and non-profit partners

expertise and network assets to invest in solving societal issues

leads to a preliminary definition of entrepreneurial philanthropy

rather than just donating. These so-called ‘philanthropreneurs’

partnership (EPP): The search performed by philanthropreneurs

(PHs) intend to transfer their innovations in business- and market

(and their companies) to create an aligned partnership with

mechanisms by partnering with non-profit organisations. The

the senior executive of a non-profit organisation to achieve

returns envisioned seem partly social, partly financial, and partly

greater philanthropic impact, contributing business principles

symbolic, and fit in with the current zeitgeist where entrepreneurs

such as tailored investment, human networks, knowledge

also want to create societal impact as an alternative to unfettered

transfer, applied materials and/or time capacity, therefore

economic growth. This entrepreneurial belief in giving back,

acquiring economic, and/or symbolic returns. It has been argued

their personal association with the cause and the symbolic

there are specific conditions under which an entrepreneurial

capital attached to this type of investment, is defined here as

philanthropy partnership between a PH and a SE is likely to

entrepreneurial philanthropy which can be seen as a business

emerge. The entrepreneurial idealism seems grounded in the

activity as well as a personal, reflective process for benevolent

alignment paradigm, which is further developed as an expression

human relations.

of a management concept to increase the accomplishment of a
partnership when creating societal impact. A second literature

The nature of the phenomenon as a resurgence of engagement

study was made to determine a theoretical framework which

was examined, as well as its development up to its differentiated

can enhance the idea of entrepreneurial philanthropy. The

appearance. The entrepreneurial approach has been suggested to

organisational management domains of leadership, strategy and

be incompatible with the democratic governance of non-profits,

culture were selected, and 25 performance indicators that might be

and seems little to do with an emphasis on collective, voluntary

of influence in the process of alignment.

action for the public good that implies aspects of fairness and
justice in civil society. For the senior executives (SEs) of non-

This Theoretical framework of entrepreneurial philanthropy

profits there is a challenge how to cope with this output-oriented

alignment was qualitatively tested with 12 Dutch PHs and SEs. A

approach, and how to trust these PHs will serve them well.

series of semi-structured exploratory interviews were conducted

However, the retreating government interest and increased donor

to find evidence to decide upon the domains and to select the

demands created shifting powers in civil society that compel non-

most important indicators that could positively influence the

profits to adopt entrepreneurial business methods and values to

alignment paradigm when establishing a partnership. The research

become more market-like. When SEs want to respond to these

clarifies the theoretical framework that describes three domains

shifting powers in civil society, they do not always feel familiar

with different paths, each of which branches from the linking

with the entrepreneurial approach of these PHs. Consequently,

path of leadership that is considered to be the impetus for the

this unfamiliarity may lead to a ‘Tower of Babel’ speech confusion

process of entrepreneurial philanthropy alignment; for strategy

when they meet with one another, which may result in failing

that is considered to be the guiding path, and for culture, the

partnerships, or even the cancelling of promising projects.

driving path. Within these three domains, the research attempted
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to adjust the 25 theoretically-derived indicators, and select the

The EPAM was empirically tested in the context of existing EPPs

most important indicators experienced in the partnership context.

in The Netherlands to continuing building the theory to test

A selection of 15 significant indicators was made, based on the

practically the magnitude of partnership practice, and to enhance

multi-level perspective of PHs and SEs that ask how they manage

the responsiveness to partners’ expectations of an EPP. Therefore,

the interdependencies between leadership, strategy and culture

the formulated primary research question is if the EPAM can

effectively. The principle of alignment seems a catalyst for the

determine whether or not an EPP between a PH (and her/his

partnering process, that may provide leverage for change. The

company) and an SE will be established. A qualitative methodology

outcome give insights to modify and upgrade it to a conceptual

using semi-structured in-depth interviews suggest to be appropriate

framework of entrepreneurial philanthropy alignment, and provide

to investigate 10 existing partnerships among Dutch SEs and their

support to study the principle of alignment further.

PHs, a population of in total 20 experts. The data from the research
were analysed with regression and correlation techniques and

In the third literature study, a conceptual framework was evaluated

delivered preliminary evidence that the EPAM may be effective

and new evidence was found that the indicators in three domains

for EPP formation and cooperation, by developing the required

and the intermediate variable of alignment might contribute to

alignment as its effective road map. First, analysis of the results

establish an EPP. However, both partners should identify clearly

revealed that the indicators of leadership and culture are more

their mutual goals and seek an approach in which they can

related with establishing an EPP than the indicators of strategy, but

mutually benefit by advancing each other’s vision and mission. The

only partial conformation was provided for the prediction that the

findings of the research gave direction for the development of a

selected indicators of the three domains have a positive correlation

entrepreneurial philanthropy alignment model (EPAM) that may

therefore, further statistical weighting of selected indicators is

help the partners to remove barriers that impede cooperation, and

probably needed. Second, the results provided conformation for the

thereby increase the performance of the partnership organisation

prediction that leadership has a positive correlation with the process

as a whole to create a greater philanthropic impact (Figure A).

of alignment. Third, alignment is varying to what extent the culture
is supercharging the partnership, while strategy is responding in a

Domains

Road Map

EPP

provide support that the importance of alignment might explain the

Strategy

Leadership

similar way when guiding the partnership. Fourth, the data collected
dynamic process of establishing an EPP.

Alignment

Entrepreneurial
Philantrophy
Partnership

Culture
Figure A Entrepreneurial Philanthropy Alignment Model (EPAM) in headlines

Examples were found of the structural power that patience, trust,
willingness to coordinate and commitment all serve to better align
partners’ expectations of the EPP, while leadership had a meaningful
impact on the partnership development. The challenge, however,
lies in developing a partnership culture in which autonomous parties
can relinquish supremacy and supervision, while also engaging
in planning and organising that considers the needs of both
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2

Samenvatting

partners. Such a voluntary resignation of autonomy and control

In de afgelopen decennia zijn non-profit organisaties geconfron-

does not come easily, but appears to be a necessary leadership

teerd met verschillende uitdagingen, waaronder die van een

condition to increase the probability of EPP establishment. EPPs

overheid die zich op allerlei terreinen terugtrekt. Van oudsher

are by, their very nature quite demanding, requiring cooperation

dienen de staat en de filantropische sector samen het algemeen

between the staff from both partners who may have different

belang. De staat biedt maatschappelijke voorzieningen, ontwikkelt

concerns, core values and working methods. These challenges

sociale programma’s en financiert publieke projecten; de filantropi-

were typically reflected in all aspects of communication, both

sche sector levert daaraan een bijdrage met organisatorische

within and outside the EPP. The process of alignment may be

capaciteit, inhoudelijke kennis en in een aantal gevallen ook het

beneficial for an effective partnership, but weak alignment

budget. Het bedrijfsleven, als derde speler, ziet complexe maat-

may create the conditions necessary for social loafing, which

schappelijke kwesties niet altijd in lijn met haar zakelijke belang en

ultimately causes friction and the exclusion of the partner who is

zal slechts in beperkte mate bijdragen aan het vinden van moge-

deemed insufficiently committed or competent. The importance

lijke oplossingen. Aan het einde van de 20e eeuw is er echter een

of alignment in the process of an EPP, based on insights obtained

nieuwe generatie van ondernemende filantropen opgestaan: zij die

from the research has been confirmed to calibrate the relational

willen investeren met hun kapitaal, goederen, expertise en/of

processes of leadership, strategy and culture. One particular

netwerkactiva om daarmee maatschappelijke impact te realiseren.

lesson learned from programmes that have established EPPs is

Voor deze ‘philanthropreneurs’ (PHs) zijn filantropische bijdragen

that partnership development often takes considerable more time

niet meer exclusief verbonden aan barmhartigheid en naastenlief-

than originally thought; therefore, patience seems an important

de, maar ook aan verschillende vormen van profijt. Door een

virtue held by both partners.

partnership met een non-profit aan te gaan, laten ze hun ambitie
zien om maatschappelijke kwesties meer zakelijk te benaderen en

The data analysed in the qualitative test delivered preliminary

op te lossen. Het beoogde rendement is deels maatschappelijk,

evidence that the concept of the EPAM might help to generate and

deels financieel en deels symbolisch. Dit streven past goed binnen

evaluate outcomes, align plans with realistic implementation of

de huidige tijdgeest, waarbij een bepaalde categorie ondernemers

timeframes and budgets, and empower for-profit and non-profit

naast economische groei ook een zekere maatschappelijke impact

worlds to accomplish societal EPP goals. Notwithstanding the

wil creëren.

above mentioned points, there are lacunas within the process of
alignment to EPPs that call for clarification. Further research is

De ambitie van deze ondernemers om in samenwerking met senior

needed to adjust the practice-based indicators within the three

executives (SEs) van non-profit organisaties iets aan de samen-

domains with more overarching theoretical partnership alignment

leving terug te geven, de persoonlijke betrokkenheid met de doel-

concepts, so the chance to reach a successful EPP will be further

stelling en het symbolisch kapitaal verbonden met dit soort

increased in the near future.

investeringen, wordt in de dissertatie beschreven als een ‘entrepreneurial philanthropy partnership’ (EPP). Hoewel deze vorm van
filantropie geen equivalent is voor een commerciële manier van
doneren zoals bijv. sponsoring, wekt een dergelijk partnership wel
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